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l[Rt G be a planar graph and W a set of vertices, G is W-outerplanar if it can be embedded 
in the plane so that all vertices of W lie on the exterior face. We give a characterization of these 
graphs by forbidden subgraphs, an upper bound on the number of edges, and other properties 
which lead to an algorithm of W-outerplanarity testing. 
A planar graph G is outerplanar if it can be embedded in the plane so that all 
its vertices Bie on the exterior face. If this condition is satisiied by a nonempty 
<subset W cf vertices, we say G is W-outerplanar. 
There is an application to the wiring problem in Electrical Engineering, where 
the design of printed board3 and integrated circuits requires that the terminals of 
the circuit are to be placed on the periphery of the chip or the board [3]. Another 
application may be found in [S], where W-outerplanar graphs are used to give ;a 
new formulation of the Lsnrpel, Even and Cederbaum planarity algorithm. The\! 
also appear in [4], related to the multicommodity flow problem. 
In Section 2 we give a characterization of W-outerplanar graphs by forbidden 
subgraphs and an upper bound an the number of edges. In Section 3 we givle 
some results relating the concept of W-outerplanarity with that of pieces of +a 
graph with respect to a cyck, which lead to a&n algorithm of W-outerplanarity 
testing. 
In this paper we only consider finite undirected graphs without loops or 
multiple edges. For undefined terminology see [Z). For a given graph G, V(G) 
denotes its vertex set. Wgen we say *chain’ or ‘cycle’ we mean ‘elementary chain? 
or ‘elementary cycle’, rtspective:ly.. An internal vertex of a chain is any verte K 
other than its end vertices. 
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Let G be a graph and let K be a subgraph of (G. A chain L of G N&S K if 110 
internal vertex $.J +.la& 3. : 1 I/ 1 jr ; : . , - 
We say that ra vertex o of K is K-outercok&&&ith a vertex d of G if there 
exists a chain in G joining II and tl’, such that it contains no vertex of K other 
than v. 
A K-piece P of G is either _anedge _, together with its end vertices, such that e 
is not an edge of K but its ends are both in K, or else P cksists of a connected 
component N of the subgraph induced by V(G) - V(K), together, with all edges 
having one of their end vertices in W and the other in K and all ends of these 
edges* 
The vertices of V(P)n V(K) are called the vertices of ~ttac:hment of P. Any 
other vertex in P will be called an i-l vertex of I? 
Let 2 be a plane cycle; it divides the plane into two disjoint nonempty open 
connected sets, each one having 2 as its boundary. They are called in [7] the 
mkiual domdrrs of. 2. fine unbounded one is called the outside of 2 and the 
other the rlnside. 
In [7, (2.3)] Tutte has proved that if 2 is a cycle of a plane wph G and P is a 
Z-piece of G, then P is embedded inone residual domain of 2 except its vertices 
of attachment. 
Following the proof of this result the next easy generalization is obtained: 
Rqos&m 2.1, Let K be a biumnected subgraph of a plane graph G and let P be 
a K-piece of G. Then G is embedded ,in one facR F of K except its verticm of 
~hment. (cOnsequent~!y, the vertices of altachwumt of P lie in the boundary of F.) 
A graph G is W-cqtenpkzne, fora &en nonempty set W of vertices of G, if G 
is plane ad ettch vertek of W is on the boundary of the exteeor face; G is 
W-o;Cfe@u~ if& &s a W-outer&ne embedding. 
If G is W-oulterplanar nd W = V(C3) then G is called outerplanar [2]. 
Let C’ % the graph obtained from G addmg a new vertex z and joining it to 
all vertices of W. The following ,resul~ may be found in [3] and [6]: 
w 2.Z G is W~outqknar if and only [f G” is planar. 
‘Xkmmm 2.3. Let G be a connected graph and let W be a lnonempty set of vetices 
of G. 7k G i;r ltof W-o~terp;lrutar if and only if G has a subdivision K of (A) or 
<B) of Rg- 1 (& and K&, where the distinguished uetices are in W (lrr they are 
K-outerconnecti with a vertex in W. 
F’ND& f K is a subdivision of KS (resp.S of;K& and x is one of its vertices, there 
exists irr K a subdivision K’ of (A) (resp., of (B): which does not ajntain x and 
S&I tii=;! 5~ distinguished vertices are K’-outercisnnected with x. 
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(A) (B) 
Fig. 1. 
Let G be nonplanar, it contains a subdivision K of KS of I&. By connectivity 
of G there exists a vertex 2; in K such that 21 belongs to W or it is K- 
outerconnected with a vertex in W. Taking o as x above, a subdivision of (A) or 
(8) in the conditions of Theorem 2.3 is obtained. 
Let G be planar but not W-outerplanar. By Proposition 2.2 G’ contains a 
subdivision K of KS or Ks3. Taking t as x above, the distinguished vertices of K’ 
are in W or they are joined to z by a chain which avoids K’ and has an internal 
vertex belonging to W. 
Conversely, suppose that G has a subdivision K of (A) or (B) in the conditions 
of Theorem 2.3. Let PI be the K-piece of G’ containing z. Each rllstinguished 
vertex is a vertex of attachment of P,. Suppose G” is planar. By Proposition 2.1 
P, is embedded in one face F of K except its vertices of attachment which are in 
the boundary of F. But K has an lrnique embedding in which there is no fact 
boundary containing all the distinguished vertices. This completes the proof. Cl 
It can easily be noticed that W-outerplanarity of a graph is not a property which 
may be considered separately for blocks. Let G and W be as above and let ai be 
an articulation point of G. If Gi is a block of G which contains LZ, and pi is 
Gi-outerconnected with a vertex of W, we say that ai is W-essentiul in Gi. Let Ai 
denote the set of W-essential points in Gi and Wi = Wn V(Gi). 
IPmcllpoapllkwr 2.4. Let G be u connected graph and let W be a nonempty set of 
ve&es of G. Then, G is W-outerplanar if ati only if each block Gi of G is 
Wi IJ Ai -outer&mar. 
Proof. Using Theorem 2.3 and considering hat (A) and (B) are biconnected, it is 
eslsy to see that the following statements are equivalent: 
i(i) G is not W-outerplanar. 
(ii) G has a subdivision K of (A) or (B) of Fig. 1, where the distinguished ver- 
tices are in W or they are K-outercmnected with a vertex of W. 
(iii) There is a block Gi of G which has a subdivision K of (A) or (B) of Fig. 1, 
where the distinguished vertices are in WiCbAi or they are K-outcrconnected 
with a vertex Of WiU&. 
(iv) There is a block Gi of G which is not rW U Ai-outerplanar. 0 
A W-outerplanar gra&h is maximai W-outerplanar if no edge can be added 
without losing W-?uterplanarity. 
PpasoswOg aj, ,Lkt G ti 4z maximat W-outerplane gruph with p vertices, q edges 
ati lw>3. Then q=3p-4~-3. 
Prod. It is easy to see that G is biconnected and that the cycle Z which is the 
b{Dundary of the exterior farce verifies V(Z) = W. 
Add to G all the necessary edges un@;it becomes a-maximal plane graph. All 
el+s added cross !he oufside Ff 2, ,and,by [2, -11.9(a)] its number is 1 WI - 3. As 
the mknber of edgks of a’ ma&&l‘pkuik gktiph 4th p vertices is’3p - 6, tlhe result 
follows. a ” , 
Let 2 be a cytile of G and P a Z-biece of G. Let V be the set of vertices of 
attachment of _I? If V has tvo or more elements, let them be tr,, . . . , v, 
enumerated in ‘their’@& ‘or& on 2, dorreesponckng to some fixed sense of 
description of that c&e. Z iti disk&d inio khains‘ tl, . . . , I+, such that & is 
extenaedfi6mu~tp‘u’ t+$nihqive (tim & to u1 for’&) with respect o the sense 
~4 descr@on. These: chaks are c&l&i in [‘?I *he residual arcs of P in 2. If V has 
only one klement or it is empty, then we Say that 2 is the unique residual arc of P 
i;a 2. < 
Let V’ be a set of vertices of 2, we say that P separates V’ if no residual arc of 
1’ in 2 contains$l yertices of V’. 
Let y and P’ ‘5e two distinct Z;piM of G. If P separates the set of vertices of ., dl I, 
attaclknent of &‘, it is &dent &at p sep@es the set of vertices of attachment of
d? It is &id in [7]‘that P and F o@ap. 
The sverkzp gruph G’(& of ,a grabh G 4th kspect to a cycle 2 of G, has been 
cktk, -4 as the graph whose ,vertices are the Z-pieces, and two vertices are 
adjacent if and only if the corresponding Z-piece overlap. 
It has been proved in [l] that a necessary and s,ufficient condition for a graph G 
t:, be planar is that the overlap graph G’(Z), with respect o any cycle 2, is 
lkolorable. 
The condition ‘for every cycle 2 of G the graph G’(Z) is bicolorable’ can be 
replaced by ‘there is a cycle 2 such that G’(Z) is bicolorable and for every 
Z-pie= P of >G the graph:, Z’U,P ,&;planar’; In kt; to pnbve that this condition 
implie planarity of G it-can be assumed, without loss a!’ generality, that G is 
bicomiected~ Being G~(Z)bi@l~r&leS let (&B) be the,com:wponding partition of 
. its ve z-Gc.s. Let’ -p 17 .I. . ,SJ ibe;ths Zipiec& of At. By hypothesig 4% U PI is planar. 
‘:;upp~~ that for n < k, k > 1, 2 U P1 U l l l U .3n has a &me: emlkdding witk 
J’ I, l . l , & in the inside of 2. -Assume tz = k. [Considering that P1, . . . , P,, are 
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pairwise non-overlapping &pieces it can be easily proved that there is a chain L 
of 2 which contains all vertices of attachment of a Z-piece Pi E A and no internal 
vertex of L is in any Pi, i# i. The graph 2 U (Uj+i pi) is biconnected and by 
inductive hypothesis it has a plane embedding with Uj+i Pi in the inside of Z. The 
chain L is contained in the boundary of a bounded face E Since 2 U Pi is planar, 
Pi can be embedded in F. In the same way the Z-pieces belonging to B can be 
embedded in the outside of 2. 
Let G be a bicolorable graph. A subset A of V(G) is monochromutic in G if 
there exists an n-coloring of G, n s 2, for which all elements of A receive the 
same color. 
When we say ‘an odd (resp., even) chain’ we mean ‘a chain with an odd (resp., 
even) number of edges’. The next lemma can be easily proved. 
Lemma 3.1, Let G be a bicoloruble graph, and let A be a subset of V(G). Tkn, A 
is monochromatic in G if and only if there is no odd chain joining two zJertices of A. 
Let G be a bicolorable graph, let A be a subset of V(G). Let I&, . . . , Bk be the 
subsets of V(G) defined as follows: B1 = A ; assuming Bi -1 is defined, let Bi be 
the subset of V(G) containing all elements of V(G) - Ulr’, Ipr which are adjacent 
to an element of Bi,1. 
It is said that a graph H is a k-partite graph (B1, . . . , Bk) for a given partition 
(B l,. . . , Bk} of V(H), if for every i there is no edge ill H joining two vertices of 
Bi. Applying Lemma 3.1 it is easy to prove: 
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a &colorable graph. Let A be a subset of V(G). Let 
&9 . . . , I& be the subsets of V(G) as defined abe. Then A is monochromatic n G 
if and only if the graph induced by Uf=, Bi in G is a k-partile graph (B,, . . . , Bk). 
L.et W be a nonempty subset of V(G) and let 2 be any cycle of G. We define 
g(Z) (resp., 9(Z)) as the set of Z-pieces of G separating (resp., non-separating) 
wn V(Z), and S’(Z) (resp., 9’(Z)) as the subset of P(1,Z) (resp., of 9((z)) whose 
elements are those Z-pieces that contain at least one internal vertex belonging to 
W. Obviously, if both S’(Z) and S’(Z) are empty, V(Z) contains W. 
Theorelm 3.3. Let G be L* planar graph, let W be a nonempty subset of V(G), let Z 
be a cycle of G such that V(Z) contains W, and let G’(Z) be the over& graph of G 
with respect o 2. Then G is W-outerplanar if and only if P(Z) is monochromdc in 
G’(Z). 
hf. Let G” be as in Proposition 2.2. Let Pz denote the Z-piece of G” 
containing the vertex z. The set of Z-pieces of G’ is V(G’(2)) U{P,) and ahe 
Z-pieces that overlap Pz are exactly those of P(Z). Suppose P(Z) is not 
monochromatic in G’(Z). Then the-;e exists an odd cha.in in G’(Z) joining P1 and 
Pmd. Consider a plane embed- irf G” such that 2 iies on the exT:erior f&e. 
Let Pz !N the Z-pti of G” conutiniug z. Each verter: of Wn V(Z) is a vertex of 
attachnlent of P,. Every member of 9(Z) overlaps Pz, then all of vhern must he in 
the inside of Z Siucekk iuzjacent $0 alI v&ticeS’of W; none cjf themcan be in the 
inside Of 2, ‘fhe result foitapirs. El ’ - 
Ngamidsm 3.5 (testing Wouterplanarity). Let G be a biconnected planar graph, 
let W b:: a subset Of V(G) with at reast wo elements. We shah define inductively 
8 seque%ze ZI, b . . , Z, ‘of cycles~of G timaiuiug elements of W, such that if Wi 
denotes the suket of W containedl in V(&), then Wi is properly included in W:,,. 
G is w-O~terplanar if arid only if the last cycle 2;, contains all vertices of W 
and SF‘(&) is monochromatic in G’(%,,). 
(1) kt 2; be a cycle of G with at least two vertices CC u4 
(2) Consider P’(q) and 1’(&] as they were definczd above Thtzorem 3.3. 
(a) If B’(G) # \‘, then G is not W-outerplanar (Proposition 3.4). 
(b) If S’(2q.=js and a#(&)#& we-de&e &_l as follow& T&C a chain & in 
(Q &‘(&), joining two vertices of ~ttachmeutof’ Qh atid contamirrg at least one 
‘*Bz! vertex #If C$bekmgk~g to WI (it exists by biconnektivity of t5). 2;+1 is the 
Cycle hL? of 14 and the residual arc of & sin & ~%ac ebntakts W,. Replace i by 
ii + 1 a& return to (a). 
(c) Ij! s’(&)=@ and a’(&) = $8, put z, = 2. Go to (3). 
-(3) Con&der the overlap graph G’(Z) of G w&h respect o .Z curd the set of 
mtkm R-. l * ,& of G’(2) as in Lemma 3.2, t&i.ng 9(Z) 6 A, 
(ai S & g-h tiduced by u I& in G’(Z) is a k-par&e graph (B,, . . . , S,) 
then G is W-outerpfanar. Go to (4). 
(b) JY not., G is not W-outerpknar. 
(41, ‘Em 2 Mhe .piane; embed the Z-pieces pf G that appear in BI, where i
~r~~~h ~~%he aWt&k of Z andthosethat appear in Bit where i is odd, in the 
insiCk c i- z. 
?h y: :,-mairing z-pieces are the vertices of a i icolorable subgraph of G’(Z), 
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and all of them are non-separating Z-pieces. Choose one color for the inside of Z 
alnd the other for the outside. A W-outerplane embedding of G is obtained. 
Applying Proposition 2.4, it is possible to test W-outerplanarity in non- 
biiconnected planar graphs. 
The authors are grateful to the referee for his useful colt-&ions and suggetions 
which contributed substantially to ckuify the. proofs. 
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